Electrons are non-local objects and this has measurable consequences, notably in the new field of mesoscopics.
IA/ + A2/2 = /A/2 + /A2/2 + 2 ReA/A* 2 = 4/A/2 which is twice the sum of the amplitude modulus squared. A higher probability of returning to point O means a lower proba bility of transfer from point P to point Q. The interference of conjugated waves there fore favours localization of the particle, and hence results in an increase of the electrical resistance. Localization arises because the ability of electrons to diffuse through a sam ple is reduced and the momentum relaxa tion enhanced. The phenomenon was called "weak localization" (Kuz'ma Prudkov said in 1875 that "it is not surprising that scientists discovered stars and planets, but it is very surprising how they knew the names of all stars and planets").
The effect of inelastic scattering
Elastic scattering does not destroy the quantum coherence of wave functions be cause the Schrödinger equation in a random static potential has stationary states with exact energy levels. But the spectrum is very complicated, and leads to an anoma lous frequency dependence of the conduc tance [Gorkov, Khmelnitskii & Larkin, 1979] . The breaking of the wave functions' phase memory requires a change of either the energy state due to inelastic scattering, or the spin state due to spin-spin scattering on magnetic impurities. The inelastic scattering time τφ increases on decreasing the tempe rature, and it can become larger than not only the elastic time but also the time an electron takes to diffuse through a sample.
Effect of a magnetic field
If a sample is placed In a magnetic field H, the amplitudes of the probabilities of com pleting the loop on trajectory 2 of Fig. 1 in clockwise and counterclockwise directions acquire additional phase factors A1,2 = A exp (±i2π / 0) where the magnetic flux quantum is  0 = 2 hc/e, the magnetic flux through the loop is  = HS, and S is the projection of the area of the loop on the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field direction. It means that the phase difference Δ between two conju gated waves is 2π(2 / 0). The magnetic field therefore destroys the Interference by generating a phase difference depending on the size of trajectory which, in turn, reduces the probability for a particle to return to a given point, hence reducing the resistance. This is the mechanism that accounts for the phenomenon of negative magnetoresis tance [ Consider, for example, a hollow, thinwalled, metal cylinder of radius R where the perimeter of the cross-section is less than, or of the order of, L =  d  . If a magnetic field with a flux  is applied inside the cylin der, the vector potential of the magnetic field is non-zero, its tangential component being equal to  /2 R in the cylinder walls in which there may be no field. The presence of this vector potential gives rise to a phase diffe rence for conjugate waves equal to 2  / o which is identical for all waves that return to the initial point O from different sides. Each time the magnetic flux inside the cylinder is a multiple of the quantum of magnetic flux  O , and hence each time the phase diffe rence between conjugate waves is a multi ple of 2 , the interference of these waves increases the probability of finding an elec tron at the starting point, and thus de creases the conductance of the cylinder.
Such an experiment was carried out by Sharvin and Sharvin in 1981, initially with cylindrical magnesium films (Fig. 2a) , and one year later with cylindrical lithium films (Fig. 2b) . Measurements demonstrated that the oscillation period of the sample's resis tance  0/2 did indeed correspond to multi ples of the magnetic flux through the crosssection. However, the phase of the oscilla tions (the derivative of the resistance at H = 0) and the monotonic part of the resistance on increasing the magnetic field were of opposite signs for the two metals. This is a result of spin-orbit interactions [Hikami, Larkin & Nagaoka, 1980]: in the presence of spin-orbit interaction, the character of the interference is changed, becoming destruc tive instead of constructive for conjugate waves with opposite spins, and the sign of magnetoresistance is changed. Lithium is a very light metal and the spin-orbit scattering is very small; in magnesium, the spin-orbit interaction is strong so the magnetoresis tance and the phase of the oscillations have opposite signs to those for lithium.
The theory of weak localization predicted many other effects which have been obser ved experimentally, the most important being the temperature and size dependence of the resistance of metallic samples.
Electron-Electron Interaction
The interaction between electrons in metals is generally not weak (the potential energy of the interaction is of the same order of magnitude as the kinetic energy of the electron). On the other hand, electrons in metals can be described quite well by the free-electron approximation because the interaction between quasiparticles is weak (this is the main result of Landau's theory for a Fermi liquid). The strong interaction between electrons only produces a renor malization of parameters (effective masses, etc.) which characterize the properties of quasiparticles. For example, the density of states depends on the energy only on a scale of the order of the Fermi energy, and has no singularities near the Fermi level (i.e., electron-electron interaction leaves the density of states as a smooth function of the energy).
Renormalization
The Landau theory is based on the spatial homogeneity of the system. Impurities and defects disturb this homogeneity, so excita tions with energies less than h/ , where t is the elastic mean-free time, differ in disor dered systems from those in a Fermi liquid [Altshuler & Aronov, 1979 ], This effect is also connected to quantum interference and the diffusive motion of electrons.
Consider two interacting electrons with energies | and 2. Let the energies be simi lar (1  2 = ) and the interaction time be of the order of h/. In disordered metals, elec trons undergo diffusive motion so there is a finite probability that electrons encounter each other again during the time interval h/ (Fig. 3) . All of the interaction processes occurring during the time h/ will interfere, i.e., their amplitudes and not their probabi lities are summed. This results in an effec tive electron-electron coupling constant which is larger than the coupling constant without interference by a factor 1 +  ( ), where  () is the probability that two par ticles encounter each other again. In a twodimensional case, for example, we have
As in Fermi-liquid theory, this renorma lized interaction changes all the physical properties of the metal, including the single particle density of states, conductivity, etc. The function  ( ) is not an analytical func tion of the energy  so these physical quan tities cannot be given as analytical functions of the energy, and hence of the tempera ture, applied voltage, magnetic field, etc.
The singularity in the single-particle den sity of states accounts for a well-known phenomenon called the zero-bias tunnelling current anomaly, where there is observed to be a minumum conductance as function of the applied voltage V of junctions of two nor mal metals separated by an insulator. This conductance is proportional to the density of states of electrons of energy  = eV and is therefore not analytically dependent on V. Diffusion, and in particular the probability of two diffusing electrons encountering each other, depend on the dimensionality of the sample, so the renormalization factor  (e) and all physical properties depend on the effective dimensionality.
Another example is a minimum in the temperature dependence of resistivity due to the renormalization of the electron-elec tron interaction. Owing to inelastic collisions, a wave packet acquires in a time t an additional width   (t) which increases with t. There is a quantum mechanical uncertainty of the energy width of h/t and the total width of the packet is of the order of  = h/t +   (t). The packet has the minimum width  m in in a time  where   (  )  h/. In other words,  is the time at which the electron wave function acquires a phase   (  )  /h   owing to inelastic collisions. This definition of   is the same as the one given above. The condition for the quasiparticle description of excita tions in metals to be valid is therefore given by  m in = h/  «  .
The phase relaxation time   is the shortest relevant relaxation time for inelastic processes. The energy relaxation time  is of the same order as  if the transfer energy  is of the order of the electron energy  . However, in the case of electronelectron scattering in low-dimensional disor dered systems, the situation regarding transport properties is very different com pared with normal metals. This difference is a result of the small transfer energy in elec tron-electron collisions ( « ) in disor dered systems. One can show that when   « , the energy dependence of " and  is different (it should be underlined that in this case, the transfer energy co can be of the same order, or less than, the state width h/  )
Mesoscopic Effects
Studies of the magnetoresistance of a metal wire at low temperatures have shown that the magnetoresistance contains noise like, but reproducible fluctuations [Webb, Washburn, Umbach & Laibowitz, 1984] (Fig. 4) . This was the first observation of a phenomenon which was later named "uni versal conductance fluctuations". Theory On making measurements at length scales of order L , the ensemble averaging which destroys the interference term in the conductance is not operable and all the interference terms contribute randomly to the resistance. Transport properties in such samples are not, therefore, self-averaging and the probability distribution of the con ductance is not Gaussian with a width pro portional to N-1/2, where N is the number of particles or the volume. So the actual pro perties of samples prepared in a standard way will be different. This is true not only for samples with a small number of atoms or molecules, but also for those which contain many particles, when we could expect macroscopic behaviour. The field of physics which studies such objects is called "meso- (Fig. 4) .
b) The magnetoresistance of a single one-dimensional loop has Aharonov-Bohm oscillations with the period  0 = hc/e (not the hc/2e for weak localization). An actual loop is formed of a wire of finite width so the magnetoresistance involves a rather compli cated interplay among the random fluctua tions and periodic oscillations (Fig. 5) ; the amplitude of oscillations is of the order e2/h.
c) The interference pattern in a sample depends on the positions of impurities and it is very sensitive to the repositioning of a single impurity [Altshuler & Spivak, 1985] . If m impurities move in an uncorrelated fashion over the distance of the order of the electron wavelength, the variance in con ductance is of the order (e2/h)2 (if m > gh/e2). Such a high sensitivity of the univer sal conductance fluctuations to small varia tions in the impurity potential offers a new way to study the motion of heavy particles in metals.
Non-locality
The main feature of all the properties of disordered metals is their non-local charac ter caused by quantum coherence in a ran dom potential. Consequently, information about initial conditions is transferred by an electron for a large distance L  =  D  (or LT =  hD/T where T is the temperature) which exceeds the mean free path Just as for the pioneering natural philosophers of yesteryear, the key to new discoveries is so often an advance in instrumentation. The abili ty to see new phenomena depends on having state-of-the-art equipment incorporating the lat est designs.
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